A Flight Safety Foundation Salute

Flight Safety Foundation appreciates all of its members and their continued support in our campaign to improve aviation safety around the world, a campaign that next year enters its seventh decade. In that light, the Foundation would like to salute members that have supported the Foundation for many years.


These distinguished aviation names have helped to create the safe operations that characterize the airline and corporate aviation networks that exist today.

Join The Foundation

If you are not already a supporting member of Flight Safety Foundation, you are invited to join today. The FSF roster of more than 900 members from 142 countries represents a “who’s who” of industry leaders from airlines, helicopter and airplane manufacturers, corporate operators, suppliers, insurance companies, regulators and others. Some of the benefits of membership include:

- Help reduce risks and prevent accidents by supporting the Foundation’s worldwide aviation safety goals;
- Receive Aviation Safety World, a new magazine developed from decades of award-winning publications;
- Receive member-only mailings throughout the year of special reports on important safety issues such as:
  - Controlled flight into terrain (CFIT);
  - Approach-and-landing accidents (ALAR);
  - Human factors and fatigue countermeasures;
  - Ground accident prevention;
  - Corporate flight operational quality assurance (FOQA); and
  - Runway incursions.
- Your company name on the FSF membership list and Internet site shows the world your commitment to safety;
- Experience the benefits of networking with your peers and customers;
- Receive a US$100 member discount for registration at each of three FSF annual aviation safety seminars. The next such event is the 59th annual International Air Safety Seminar, Oct. 23–26, 2006, at the Le Meridien Montparnasse in Paris. For agenda information and to register online, visit our Web site <www.flightsafety.org> or contact Namratha Apparao, membership services coordinator, at apparao@flightsafety.org or +1 703.739.6700, ext. 101;
- Receive proceedings of all three FSF annual seminars — whether or not you attend;
- Use the services of the FSF Jerry Lederer Aviation Safety Library; and
- Receive special discounts for FSF safety services, including IS-BAO audits and internal evaluations.

— Ann Hill, director, membership and development, Flight Safety Foundation